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Innovative flashings that speed up the 
roofing work

Flashing categories

Following the suggestions of roofing specialists, we have created dedicated flashings that will 
noticeably accelerate and ease roofing work and reduce technical errors.

The flashings complement our latest line of products, including the PANEL, MODULAR and 
COMPACT SERIES. We put emphasis not only on compatibility and a wide range of colours, but 
also on durability and ease of assembly to optimize work time.

Scan the code to download 
the installation manual.

Wind braces Ridge tiles Valley gutters and gutter belts

Wall flashings Accessories
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Wind Brace ADAPT - NEW

The flashing is dedicated to MODULAR and COMPACT SERIES products. Folding the 
upper element of the wind brace facilitates installation on the outer wall of the drain 
channel. The wind brace is equipped with mounting recesses which determine its 
mounting points on the wind brace board. Thanks to this, the mounting screws are 
not visible. The biggest advantage is the ability to adjust the width of the covering 
depending on the width of the wind brace board. The adjustment range is from 240 
mm to 320 mm. The drainage channel, which serves as a hook for the wind brace, 
is designed to drain water from the edge part of the roof. The following flashing is 
available in the right and left version.
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sheet 
thickness

0.5 mm

length 550 mm

height 240-320 mm

Perfect matching of the flashing to the 
roofing material.

Possibility of adjusting the width of the 
covering depending on the dimensions of 
the wind brace. The adjustment range is 
from 220 mm to 320 mm, thanks to which 
the flashing can be used in many roofing 
projects.

Easy installation and trouble-free 
transport.

The modular form of the flashing facilitates 
assembly at heights by one person and 
optimizes transport costs related to the 
implementation of the project, as well as the 
time of hoisting the flashing to the roof.

The highest aesthetics without any 
compromises.

The invisible fastening system adds 
elegance, creates a uniform and harmonic 
roof surface, which is undisturbed by any 
element or mounting hole.

ADJUSTED
 COVERAGE

MODULARITY

ADAPT 
LEFT

ADAPT 
RIGHT

INVISIBLE
 SCREWS

AESTHETIC
 FIT

The highest aesthetics of matching 
roofing elements.

The flashing, designed for roofing, is a visual 
match to the roof design, complementing it 
with durability and highest aesthetics.

Quick and error-free installation.

Thanks to specially prepared recesses in the 
flashing, time needed for its installation has 
been shortened. We have also eliminated 
the risk of making a mistake and wrong 
location of screws.

MOUNTING 
RECESSES
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Wind Brace ADAPT
PANEL SERIES - NEW
The flashing, dedicated to products from the PANEL SERIES, is characterized by 
unique aesthetics and screws invisible on its surface. The fold of the upper element of 
the wind brace facilitates assembly on the peripheral edge of the panel. The biggest 
advantage is the ability to adjust the width of the covering depending on the width of 
the wind brace board. The adjustment range is from 240 mm to 320 mm. The wind 
brace is equipped with mounting recesses (beds), which determine its assembly 
points on the wind brace board. Thanks to this, the mounting screws are not visible. 
The following flashing is available in the right and left version.

sheet 
thickness

0.5 mm

length 550 mm

height 240-320 mm
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Perfect matching of the flashing to the 
roofing material.

Possibility of adjusting the width of the 
covering depending on the dimensions of 
the wind brace. The adjustment range is 
from 220 mm to 320 mm, thanks to which 
the flashing can be used in many roofing 
projects.

Easy installation and trouble-free 
transport.

The modular form of the flashing facilitates 
assembly at heights by one person and 
optimizes transport costs related to the 
implementation of the project, as well as the 
time of hoisting the flashing to the roof.

The highest aesthetics without any 
compromises.

The invisible fastening system adds 
elegance, creates a uniform and harmonic 
roof surface, which is undisturbed by any 
element or mounting hole.

ADJUSTED
 COVERAGE

MODULARITY
INVISIBLE
 SCREWS

AESTHETIC
 FIT

The highest aesthetics of matching 
roofing elements.

The flashing, designed for roofing, is a visual 
match to the roof design, complementing it 
with durability and highest aesthetics.

Quick and error-free installation.

Thanks to specially prepared recesses in the 
flashing, time needed for its installation has 
been shortened. We have also eliminated 
the risk of making a mistake and wrong 
location of screws.

MOUNTING 
RECESSES

ADAPT 
LEFT

ADAPT 
RIGHT
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Wind Brace III - NEW

This flashing closes the peripheral edge of the roof. It protects the external surface 
of the board (or rafters) from weather conditions and affects the aesthetics of the 
roofing finish. The wind brace is equipped with mounting recesses which determine 
its mounting points on the wind brace board. Thanks to this, the mounting screws are 
hardly visible.

sheet 
thickness

0.5 mm

length 2000 mm

height 150 mm
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AESTHETIC
 FIT

The highest aesthetics of matching roofing 
elements.

The flashing, designed for roofing, is a visual 
match to the roof design, complementing it 
with durability and highest aesthetics.

WIDE RANGE OF 
COLOURS

The flashing matched to the colour of the 
roofing.

A wide range of colours allows you to match 
the colour of the flashing to the roofing in 
various combinations.

Quick and error-free installation.

Thanks to specially prepared recesses in the 
flashing, time needed for its installation has been 
shortened. We have also eliminated the risk of 
making a mistake and wrong location of screws.

High safety and reduction of waving effect 
to minimum.

This system minimizes the waving effect of the 
flashing, protects it against the influence of 
thermal stresses that deform the sheet, disturb 
its aesthetics, and reduce durability.

MOUNTING 
RECESSES

ANTI-WAVE 
SYSTEM
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Wind Brace II - NEW

This flashing closes the peripheral edge of the roof. It protects the external surface 
of the board (or rafters) from weather conditions and affects the aesthetics of the 
roofing finish. The wind brace is equipped with mounting recesses which determine 
its mounting points on the wind brace board. Thanks to this, the mounting screws are 
hardly visible.

sheet 
thickness

0.5 mm

length 2000 mm

height 150 mm

20

20

90

40

14
0
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AESTHETIC
 FIT

The highest aesthetics of matching roofing 
elements.

The flashing, designed for roofing, is a visual 
match to the roof design, complementing it 
with durability and highest aesthetics.

WIDE RANGE OF 
COLOURS

The flashing matched to the colour of the 
roofing.

A wide range of colours allows you to match 
the colour of the flashing to the roofing in 
various combinations.

Quick and error-free installation.

Thanks to specially prepared recesses in the 
flashing, time needed for its installation has been 
shortened. We have also eliminated the risk of 
making a mistake and wrong location of screws.

High safety and reduction of waving effect 
to minimum.

This system minimizes the waving effect of the 
flashing, protects it against the influence of 
thermal stresses that deform the sheet, disturb 
its aesthetics, and reduce durability.

MOUNTING 
RECESSES

ANTI-WAVE 
SYSTEM
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Wind Brace II - NEW

This flashing closes the peripheral edge of the roof. It protects the external surface 
of the board (or rafters) from weather conditions and affects the aesthetics of the 
roofing finish. The wind brace is equipped with mounting recesses which determine 
its mounting points on the wind brace board. Thanks to this, the mounting screws are 
hardly visible.

sheet 
thickness

0.5 mm

length 2000 mm

height 150 mm

20

14
0

15

AESTHETIC
 FIT

The highest aesthetics of matching roofing 
elements.

The flashing, designed for roofing, is a visual 
match to the roof design, complementing it 
with durability and highest aesthetics.

WIDE RANGE OF 
COLOURS

The flashing matched to the colour of the 
roofing.

A wide range of colours allows you to match 
the colour of the flashing to the roofing in 
various combinations.

Quick and error-free installation.

Thanks to specially prepared recesses in the 
flashing, time needed for its installation has been 
shortened. We have also eliminated the risk of 
making a mistake and wrong location of screws.

High safety and reduction of waving effect 
to minimum.

This system minimizes the waving effect of the 
flashing, protects it against the influence of 
thermal stresses that deform the sheet, disturb 
its aesthetics, and reduce durability.

MOUNTING 
RECESSES

ANTI-WAVE 
SYSTEM
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AIR ridge tile - NEW

The ventilated ridge tile with a length of 1m is a flashing crowning the roofing in the 
ridge. It is dedicated to roof coverings from the PANEL SERIES.
Its task is to seal and aesthetically finish the roof ridge. The biggest advantage of the 
ventilated ridge tile is the factory-made perforation on the front wall which enables 
ventilation of both the roof and the attic without the need to install an additional 
ventilation strip in the ridge.

sheet 
thickness

0.5 mm

length 1088 mm

height 85 mm

123

27
30

15

85

AESTHETIC
 FIT

The highest aesthetics of matching roofing 
elements.

The flashing, designed for roofing, is a visual 
match to the roof design, complementing it 
with durability and highest aesthetics.

High safety and reduction of waving effect 
to minimum.

This system minimizes the waving effect of 
the flashing, protects it against the influence 
of thermal stresses that deform the sheet, 
disturb its aesthetics, and reduce durability.

Easy installation and trouble-free transport.

The modular form of the flashing facilitates 
assembly at heights by one person and 
optimizes transport costs related to the 
implementation of the project, as well as the 
time of hoisting the flashing to the roof.

Effective roof ventilation.

The factory-made perforation enables 
effective ventilation of the roof and replaces 
the ventilation strip, noticeably reducing the 
time of project execution.

ANTI-WAVE 
SYSTEM

MODULARITY
FACTORY
 PERFORATION
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Valley gutter - NEW

The valley gutter is a flashing that ensures the collection and drainage of rainwater 
to the gutter from two independent roof slopes. It is dedicated to products from the 
PANEL SERIES due to the widened anti-water strip, serving as a hook for panel sheets.

sheet 
thickness

0.5 mm

length 2000 mm

height 95 mm

AESTHETIC
 FIT

The highest aesthetics of matching roofing 
elements.

The flashing, designed for roofing, is a visual 
match to the roof design, complementing it 
with durability and highest aesthetics.

WIDE RANGE OF 
COLOURS

The flashing matched to the colour of the 
roofing.

A wide range of colours allows you to match 
the colour of the flashing to the roofing in 
various combinations.

Increased tightness thanks to an innovative 
solution.

Hemming the edge zone of the basket 
gutter allows to increase the tightness of the 
connection, preventing the occurrence of 
water on the roof slope.

High safety and reduction of waving effect 
to minimum.

This system minimizes the waving effect of the 
flashing, protects it against the influence of 
thermal stresses that deform the sheet, disturb 
its aesthetics, and reduce durability.

TIGHTNESSMICRO RIB

150

50

95

50
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Valley gutter - NEW

The valley gutter is a flashing that ensures the collection and drainage of rainwater to 
the gutter from two independent roof slopes that meet in the so-called valley. sheet 

thickness
0.5 mm

length 2000 mm

height 95 mm

175

25

95

AESTHETIC
 FIT

The highest aesthetics of matching roofing 
elements.

The flashing, designed for roofing, is a visual 
match to the roof design, complementing it 
with durability and highest aesthetics.

WIDE RANGE OF 
COLOURS

The flashing matched to the colour of the 
roofing.

A wide range of colours allows you to match 
the colour of the flashing to the roofing in 
various combinations.

Increased tightness thanks to an innovative 
solution.
  
Hemming the edge zone of the basket 
gutter allows to increase the tightness of the 
connection, preventing the occurrence of 
water on the roof slope.

High safety and reduction of waving effect 
to minimum.

This system minimizes the waving effect of the 
flashing, protects it against the influence of 
thermal stresses that deform the sheet, disturb 
its aesthetics, and reduce durability.

TIGHTNESSMICRO RIB

25
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Starting drip-edge flashing for the 
gutter - NEW
The starting drip-edge flashing for the gutter is a flashing that closes the space 
between the gutter and the roof covering. Its advantage is a hooking function for the 
BEND LOCK system found in PANEL SERIES products.

sheet 
thickness

0.5 mm

length 2000 mm

height 155 mm

90

110

30

15

AESTHETIC
 FIT

The highest aesthetics of matching roofing 
elements.

The flashing, designed for roofing, is a visual 
match to the roof design, complementing it 
with durability and highest aesthetics.

WIDE RANGE OF 
COLOURS

The flashing matched to the colour of the 
roofing.

A wide range of colours allows you to match 
the colour of the flashing to the roofing in 
various combinations.

Quick and error-free installation.

Thanks to specially prepared recesses in the 
flashing, time needed for its installation has 
been shortened. We have also eliminated 
the risk of making a mistake and wrong 
location of screws.

MOUNTING 
RECESSES
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Ridge tile IZI

The IZI ridge tile is a flashing finishing the roof covering in the ridge, dedicated to the 
IZI modular steel roof tile. Its task is to seal and aesthetically finish the roof ridge. sheet 

thickness
0.5 mm

length 2000 mm

height 75 mm

75

85

230

75

30

Increased tightness thanks to an innovative 
solution.
  
Hemming the edge zone of the basket 
gutter allows to increase the tightness of the 
connection, preventing the occurrence of 
water on the roof slope.

TIGHTNESS
AESTHETIC
 FIT

AESTHETIC
 FIT

The highest aesthetics of matching roofing 
elements.

The flashing, designed for roofing, is a visual 
match to the roof design, complementing it 
with durability and highest aesthetics.

The highest aesthetics of matching roofing 
elements.

The flashing, designed for roofing, is a visual 
match to the roof design, complementing it 
with durability and highest aesthetics.

WIDE RANGE OF 
COLOURS

WIDE RANGE OF 
COLOURS

The flashing matched to the colour of the 
roofing.

A wide range of colours allows you to match 
the colour of the flashing to the roofing in 
various combinations.

The flashing matched to the colour of the 
roofing.

A wide range of colours allows you to match 
the colour of the flashing to the roofing in 
various combinations.

Ridge tile ZET

The ZET ridge tile is a flashing finishing the roof covering in the ridge, dedicated to 
the ZET modular steel roof tile. Its task is to seal and aesthetically finish the roof ridge. sheet 

thickness
0.5 mm

length 1950 mm

height 75 mm

75

230

35

175
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Barrel ridge tile

The barrel ridge tile is a flashing crowning the roof covering in the ridge. Its task is to 
seal and aesthetically finish the roof ridge.
Its barrel shape is adapted to steel roof tiles.

sheet 
thickness

0.5 mm

length 2000 mm

height 75 mm

75

230

35

175

Wide barrel ridge tile

The wide ridge tile is used to finish the roof ridge, giving it a monumental and heavy 
appearance. It is responsible for sealing. sheet 

thickness
0.5 mm

length 2000 mm

height 109 mm

82
109

301

AESTHETIC
 FIT

AESTHETIC
 FIT

The highest aesthetics of matching roofing 
elements.

The flashing, designed for roofing, is a visual 
match to the roof design, complementing it 
with durability and highest aesthetics.

The highest aesthetics of matching roofing 
elements.

The flashing, designed for roofing, is a visual 
match to the roof design, complementing it 
with durability and highest aesthetics.

WIDE RANGE OF 
COLOURS

WIDE RANGE OF 
COLOURS

The flashing matched to the colour of the 
roofing.

A wide range of colours allows you to match 
the colour of the flashing to the roofing in 
various combinations.

The flashing matched to the colour of the 
roofing.

A wide range of colours allows you to match 
the colour of the flashing to the roofing in 
various combinations.
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Trapezoidal ridge tile

The trapezoidal ridge tile is a flashing that crowns the roof covering in the ridge.
Its task is to seal and aesthetically finish the roof ridge. As the name suggests, it is 
used for trapezoidal sheets and its shape corresponds to the form of a trapezoid.

sheet 
thickness

0.5 mm

length 2000 mm

height 90 mm

60

20

90
70

95

215

Ridge tile end

The gutter bottom serves as the end of the ridge tile. It is a protective and masking 
element, making the aesthetics of the finish complete. sheet 

thickness
0.5 mm

length 220 mm

height 80 mm

80

225

35

175

AESTHETIC
 FIT

AESTHETIC
 FIT

The highest aesthetics of matching roofing 
elements.

The flashing, designed for roofing, is a visual 
match to the roof design, complementing it 
with durability and highest aesthetics.

The highest aesthetics of matching roofing 
elements.

The flashing, designed for roofing, is a visual 
match to the roof design, complementing it 
with durability and highest aesthetics.

WIDE RANGE OF 
COLOURS

WIDE RANGE OF 
COLOURS

The flashing matched to the colour of the 
roofing.

A wide range of colours allows you to match 
the colour of the flashing to the roofing in 
various combinations.

The flashing matched to the colour of the 
roofing.

A wide range of colours allows you to match 
the colour of the flashing to the roofing in 
various combinations.
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Eaves strip Drip edge

The flashing ensures drainage of condensation from the roof membrane to the gutter 
(in the case of butt hooks) or outside the belt beneath the gutter (in the case of over-
rafter hooks)

The drip edge is a flashing that closes the space between the gutter and the roof 
covering. It ensures drainage of water flowing to the gutters, as well as affects the 
aesthetics of the finish.

sheet 
thickness

0.5 mm

length 2000 mm

height 20 mm

sheet 
thickness

0.5 mm

length 2000 mm

height 120 mm

10

20

120

85

90

15

Quick and error-free installation.

Thanks to specially prepared recesses in the 
flashing, time needed for its installation has 
been shortened. We have also eliminated 
the risk of making a mistake and wrong 
location of screws.

MOUNTING 
RECESSES

AESTHETIC
 FIT

AESTHETIC
 FIT

The highest aesthetics of matching roofing 
elements.

The flashing, designed for roofing, is a visual 
match to the roof design, complementing it 
with durability and highest aesthetics.

The highest aesthetics of matching roofing 
elements.

The flashing, designed for roofing, is a visual 
match to the roof design, complementing it 
with durability and highest aesthetics.

WIDE RANGE OF 
COLOURS

WIDE RANGE OF 
COLOURS

The flashing matched to the colour of the 
roofing.

A wide range of colours allows you to match 
the colour of the flashing to the roofing in 
various combinations.

The flashing matched to the colour of the 
roofing.

A wide range of colours allows you to match 
the colour of the flashing to the roofing in 
various combinations.
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Universal verge trim / wind brace 
extension

Wall flashing I

The universal verge trim is characterized by a special lower bend which is also used to 
close the roof soffit. This flashing also serves as an extension of the wind brace.

The wall flashing closes the edge of the roof. It makes an aesthetic finish of the roofing 
and seals the contact point between the roof and the wall.sheet 

thickness
0.5 mm

length 2000 mm

height 190 mm

sheet 
thickness

0.5 mm

length 2000 mm

height 125 mm

Quick and error-free installation.

Thanks to specially prepared recesses in the 
flashing, time needed for its installation has 
been shortened. We have also eliminated 
the risk of making a mistake and wrong 
location of screws.

MOUNTING 
RECESSES

19
0

20

15

20 15

15

85

85

AESTHETIC
 FIT

AESTHETIC
 FIT

The highest aesthetics of matching roofing 
elements.

The flashing, designed for roofing, is a visual 
match to the roof design, complementing it 
with durability and highest aesthetics.

The highest aesthetics of matching roofing 
elements.

The flashing, designed for roofing, is a visual 
match to the roof design, complementing it 
with durability and highest aesthetics.

WIDE RANGE OF 
COLOURS

WIDE RANGE OF 
COLOURS

The flashing matched to the colour of the 
roofing.

A wide range of colours allows you to match 
the colour of the flashing to the roofing in 
various combinations.

The flashing matched to the colour of the 
roofing.

A wide range of colours allows you to match 
the colour of the flashing to the roofing in 
various combinations.

Wall flashing I
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Expansion strip Wall flashing with an 
expansion strip

The expansion joint strip is mechanically fixed to the substrate. Its use allows for 
stable thermal operation and sealing of the main flashing.

The flashing made of two elements ensures a tight connection of the main flashing 
with the wall. Due to the construction of the wall flashing, it is a complete set with 
an expansion strip. The expansion strip is mechanically fixed to the substrate. Its use 
allows for stable thermal operation and sealing of the main flashing.

sheet 
thickness

0.5 mm

length 2000 mm

height 65 mm

sheet 
thickness

0.5 mm

length 2000 mm

height 135 mm

10

10

10

25

30

20 80

13
5

15

Quick and error-free installation.

Thanks to specially prepared recesses in the 
flashing, time needed for its installation has 
been shortened. We have also eliminated 
the risk of making a mistake and wrong 
location of screws.

Quick and error-free installation.

Thanks to specially prepared recesses in the 
flashing, time needed for its installation has 
been shortened. We have also eliminated 
the risk of making a mistake and wrong 
location of screws.

MOUNTING 
RECESSES

MOUNTING 
RECESSES

AESTHETIC
 FIT

AESTHETIC
 FIT

The highest aesthetics of matching roofing 
elements.

The flashing, designed for roofing, is a visual 
match to the roof design, complementing it 
with durability and highest aesthetics.

The highest aesthetics of matching roofing 
elements.

The flashing, designed for roofing, is a visual 
match to the roof design, complementing it 
with durability and highest aesthetics.

WIDE RANGE OF 
COLOURS

WIDE RANGE OF 
COLOURS

The flashing matched to the colour of the 
roofing.

A wide range of colours allows you to match 
the colour of the flashing to the roofing in 
various combinations.

The flashing matched to the colour of the 
roofing.

A wide range of colours allows you to match 
the colour of the flashing to the roofing in 
various combinations.
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Roof panel connector Universal ventilation 
flashing

The flashing ensures a transverse connection of panels. The universal ventilation flashing is used to ventilate roof coverings.
In addition, it has a starting profile for „Z”-shaped ribbing. This flashing allows for 
proper ventilation of the space under the roofing and protects against the entry of 
small rodents and birds

sheet 
thickness

0.5 mm

length 500 mm

height 120 mm

sheet 
thickness

0.5 mm

length 2000 mm

height 26 mm

15

120

52

12 25

26

29

AESTHETIC
 FIT

AESTHETIC
 FIT

The highest aesthetics of matching roofing 
elements.

The flashing, designed for roofing, is a visual 
match to the roof design, complementing it 
with durability and highest aesthetics.

The highest aesthetics of matching roofing 
elements.

The flashing, designed for roofing, is a visual 
match to the roof design, complementing it 
with durability and highest aesthetics.

WIDE RANGE OF 
COLOURS

WIDE RANGE OF 
COLOURS

The flashing matched to the colour of the 
roofing.

A wide range of colours allows you to match 
the colour of the flashing to the roofing in 
various combinations.

The flashing matched to the colour of the 
roofing.

A wide range of colours allows you to match 
the colour of the flashing to the roofing in 
various combinations.
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Starting profile for ZET LOOK Snow guard

The starting profile serves as a hook for the first row of sheets mounted on the eaves 
in the ZET LOOK product. Its task is to maintain the stability of the sheet on the eaves.

The snow barrier, also called the snow guard, is designed to stop and break snow 
overhangs sliding down the roof surface. It is an extremely important safety feature.sheet 

thickness
0.5 mm

length 120 mm

height 49 mm

sheet 
thickness

0.5 mm

length 196 mm

height 70 mm

120

27

25

AESTHETIC
 FIT

AESTHETIC
 FIT

The highest aesthetics of matching roofing 
elements.

The flashing, designed for roofing, is a visual 
match to the roof design, complementing it 
with durability and highest aesthetics.

The highest aesthetics of matching roofing 
elements.

The flashing, designed for roofing, is a visual 
match to the roof design, complementing it 
with durability and highest aesthetics.

WIDE RANGE OF 
COLOURS

WIDE RANGE OF 
COLOURS

The flashing matched to the colour of the 
roofing.

A wide range of colours allows you to match 
the colour of the flashing to the roofing in 
various combinations.

The flashing matched to the colour of the 
roofing.

A wide range of colours allows you to match 
the colour of the flashing to the roofing in 
various combinations.
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Facade cladding
SKRIN, LINEA, SINUS

PERFORATION
of sheets

Uncoiling and slitting 
SERVICES

Wall cassette &
PROSYSTHERM

INTEGRATED
PV PANELS

Cut to lenght
SERVICES

Modular roofing tiles
MODULAR SERIES

Roof panels
PANEL SERIES

FLASHINGS

Compact roofing tiles
COMPACT SERIES

Steel roof gutter system
INGURI

ACCESORIES

Steel roofing tiles
CLASSIC SERIES

TRAPEZOIDAL
SHEETS

Roof Sandwich
PANELS

Retro roof tiles
RETRO SERIES

FLAT METAL
SHEETS

Wall Sandwich
PANELS


